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Sept 8, 2018 CSEP2 meeting • Elastic rebound on all 
faults (& more self-
consistent methodology)

• Magnitude-dependent 
aperiodicity

• More testable

• Spatiotemporal clustering in a fault-
based model (e.g., for OEF); produces 
Kaikoura type events

• MFD characteristicness near faults has 
1st order impact on conditional 
triggering probabilities

• Elastic rebound needed to match 
observed triggering stats

• U3ETAS is simulation based

• Segmentation relaxed 
& multi-fault ruptures 
included (via grand 
inversion)

• More epistemic 
uncertainties

• Non-GR distributions 
on faults needed

• Bulge problem gone 
(?)

• Fault participation 
(not nucleation) 
matters most for 
hazard

Blue = Accomplishment
Red = Implication



Some Big Questions:
• Are near-fault MFDs non-GR?

• Are conditional triggering probabilities really (& usually) larger near faults?

• Is elastic-rebound really needed (to prevent re-rupture of the mainshock fault)?

• Can large triggered events nucleate from well within the main-shock rupture zone?

• How do we deal with epistemic uncertainties (from a testing perspective)?

• Shouldn’t we be testing fault participation (not nucleation)?

• Could there actually be a bulge in regional MFDs?

• How do we test simulation-based forecasts?

• Even if implications above are correct, is UCERF3 really more useful? (answer will depend on 
use, of which there are many, so answer will likely vary)



Steps Forward:
• Implement CSEP1 tests (N, L, cL, S, M, etc.) for simulation-based forecasts (& relaxing 

Poisson assumption)

• Apply retrospectively (e.g., following significant historic events and during quiet times) to: 

U3ETAS,      U3NoFaultETAS (3D),      &      Fast-ETAS (2D)

• Apply above tests prospectively

• Implement “turing-style tests” (Page & van der Elst, 2018, BSSA)

• Test fault or cell participation (more relevant to hazard)?

• Epistemic Uncertainties?

How long will it 
take to learn 
anything definitive 
at the magnitudes 
we care about 
(≥6.5)?

• Test relative model usefulness (valuation)…



Testing Usefulness Examples:

Is the inclusion of faults value added from a OEF public notification perspective?

From: Candidate Products for OEF Illustrated Using the HayWired Planning Scenario… (Field and Milner,, 2018, SRL)

Exceed Prob for MMI 4 (light shaking)

Exceed Prob for MMI 6 (strong shaking)

Exceed Prob for MMI 8 (severe shaking)



Testing Usefulness Examples:

Is the inclusion of faults value added from a OEF public notification perspective?

From: Candidate Products for OEF Illustrated Using the HayWired Planning Scenario… (Field and Milner,, 2018, SRL)

Quick & Not-So-Dirty Option
MMI with 6% chance of being exceeded
in week that follows

(for main shock)

Mean 
Expected 
MMI

=

No OEF model 
needed to say:

what you just 
felt has a 6% 
chance of being 
exceeded in the 
next week



Testing Usefulness Examples:

Would anyone chose to ignore faults in a CA portfolio loss calculation?

From: A Prototype Operational Earthquake Loss Model for CA Based on UCERF3-ETAS – A First Look at Valuation
(Field et al., 2017, Eqk Spectra)

1-year statewide 
losses following an
M 7.1 Hayward main 

shock

~14% chance of ≥ $50B
(from ~2%)

(from ~$4 Billion)

1yr Probability Gain = ~7



Steps Forward:
• Implement CSEP1 tests (N, L, cL, S, M, etc.) for simulation-based forecasts (& relaxing 

Poisson assumption)

• Apply retrospectively (e.g., following significant historic events and during quiet times) to: 

U3ETAS,      U3NoFaultETAS,      &      Fast-ETAS

• Apply above tests prospectively

• Implement “turing-style tests” (Page & van der Elst, 2018, BSSA)

• Test fault or cell participation (more relevant to hazard)?

• Epistemic Uncertainties?

• Test relative model usefulness (valuation)…

This can be done 
now, and would 
produce useful 
results



M 6.1 
Parkfield

Aftershocks
(10 yrs following)

average of 200,000 
simulations

Note that the M7.8 
1857 Fort Tejon
earthquake is 
believed to have been 
preceded by an M6.1 
Parkfield foreshock 
(Sieh, 1978; Meltzner
and Wald, 1999). 

UCERF3-ETAS gives 
a 6e-3 probability of 
this occurring.


